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Ocean Beach Domain has a long and chequered history of coastal zone 

management that dates back to the earliest impacts of Pakeha settlement in 

Dunedin during the nineteenth century. Documentation of historical and physical 

change at Ocean Beach Domain provides a compelling and insightful overview of 

coastal zone management issues in New Zealand and indeed for coastal areas 

throughout the globe. However, the lessons of historical change to the physical 

attributes of coastal management have proven to be hard ones to learn.  

 

After more than a century of management, Ocean Beach is in much the same 

precarious predicament as a major coastal buffer that it was more than a century 

ago. Moreover, the expanded development of Dunedin as an urban centre has now 

placed greater pressure on the site as a key physical and ecological barrier to the 

effects of storm surge and erosion events. In the present sea level rise environment 

with its projected scenarios of social, economic and environmental impact, urgent 

attention must be given to protecting the coastal zone for the future security of the 

city’s welfare and those of its citizens. Greater strategic thinking and planning must 

now be implemented that changes the historical course of Ocean Beach Domain.  

 

Land use and changes in environmental consciousness combined with better 

geophysical understanding must be made to implement a long term strategic plan 

that halts the decline in the coastal environment of Ocean Beach Domain. The shift 

of consciousness must accompany a paradigm shift in recreational and social 

patterns that should not be looked at in isolation to the use of Ocean Beach Domain, 

but discussed and consulted at a wider strategic level for the entire city. Ephemeral 

construction, ad hoc reaction to sporadic events and short term planning needs to be 

abandoned in favour of long term planning for physical, social and environmental 

change.  

 

With longer term planning there must be longer term funding and development of 

policies that adjust to the needs of positive coastal zone management. Such funding 

and policy development should be undertaken in a co-operative state between the 



Dunedin City Council, Otago Regional Council, Department of Conservation and the 

community. 

 

The Society are concerned that the proposals found within the plan do not take a 

holistic approach to the entire coastline, rather than concentrating on the problematic 

areas of the reserve. Moreover there is no consideration for the development of a 

rear dune that will buffer houses and infrastructure as well as creating a natural 

corridor of vegetation that will create landscape and biological connectivity.  

 

The cyclical nature of physical events that impact on the coastal zone, have often 

been managed too late to create any strategic improvements for the coastal 

environment of Ocean Beach Domain. The Society’s submission concludes that in 

order for positive change and broader protection of the area that benefits the citizens 

of Dunedin the following should be undertaken: 

 

1. Significant changes in land use and occupation of the Domain and the 

purchase of areas of private property adjacent to the Domain creating a wider 

“setback” zone must be explored as a planning and project instrument within 

the District Plan and other policies managed by the City. The Dunedin 

Amenities Society feels that the proposals found within the documentation of 

the City Council and its consultants does not give a broad enough interpretation 

and development of the environmental, social and recreational effects of 

“managed retreat” in terms of;  

 The timeframe of the retreat.  

 The costs of retreat in terms of social and recreational change 

 The cost of potential compensation to affected organisations 

 Where affected groups will go in the future and how this effects the 

broader recreational and sporting environment of the city. 

 

2. There is a need for the long term reduction of all building occupations of the 

formerly active dune environment from between MHWS to Tahuna and Victoria 

Roads, including a moratorium on the renewal of all occupations on the Domain 

held under the provisions of the Reserves Act 1977.  



 

3. Consideration should be given to the long term removal of the Ocean Beach 

Domain Railway from the formerly active dune area. This should be 

repositioned within the existing central city rail corridor creating opportunities for 

the growth of historical assets like the Gasworks Museum and the Railway 

Station so that it fits within the broader tourism and heritage requirements and 

strategies of the city. 

 

4. The closure, removal and restoration of Moana Rua Road from the formerly 

active dune area appears essential.  

 
5. A review of the placement and protection of all infrastructural assets on the 

reserve and their effects on the broader coastal environment, including the 

sewage treatment plant. 

 
6. The development and implementation of a distinct coastal hazards programme 

for Ocean Beach Domain in conjunction with the Otago Regional Council for 

that creates a meaningful and positive relationship between the two 

organisations and shares information that deals with the coastal environment in 

a meaningful and positive way.  

 

7. The development of a new Ocean Beach Domain Management Plan under the 

auspices of the Reserves Act 1977 that takes into consideration the needs of 

the environment as well as the social and recreational values of the reserve at 

this point in time and in the future. 

 
8. The long term re-establishment of vegetated fore and rear dune plant 

assemblages that use the width of the formerly active dune between the MHWS 

and Victoria and Tahuna Roads 

 
9. The removal of all fill material from the end of the St Clair sea wall to Middle 

Beach that includes the re-profiling and replanting of all fore dune areas 

between the St Clair sea-wall and Lawyers Head to assist in the creation of 

new incipient dune formations and land protection.  

 



10. The redevelopment of recreational access points to the coast that is 

sustainable for long term use and that meet the recreational requirements of 

the community and the changes in use of the reserve. 

 

11. The redevelopment of Lawyers Head as a scenic area that creates physical 

linkage to the coastal area and the city for the benefit of the landscape and 

biological connectivity of the coastal area to the city.  

 
The management of Ocean Beach Domain must take a holistic approach to the 

reserve in its entirety as a geophysical and biological entity. This management must 

provide strategies and funding that creates positive outcomes for; 

 The physical functionality of the dune environment in its entirety. 

 Biological and landscape connectivity 

 Biodiversity and species present in the area and in the future 

 Recreation and social needs of the community.  

 

This strategy should be looked as a first step, but there is still considerable 

consultation and discussion before any plan is set in stone and initiated.  

 

 
 

 

 
 


